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strained optimum geometry would remain an optimum geometry 
even if the symmetry constraints were removed. 
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Introduction 
The cation locations in zeolite catalysts have been extensively 

studied because of their influence on catalytic properties. When 
the cations are paramagnetic, electron spin resonance (ESR) 
spectroscopy has been widely used to gain information about the 
location and coordination environment of the cations.1 Cupric 
ion has been widely studied because this d9 ion has an easily 
observed ESR spectrum which is rather sensitive to the Cu2+ 

environment.2,3 However, the ESR spectrum does not give direct 
information about the local structure of the cations, such as the 
distance and number of first solvation shell nuclei. When the 
cations are surrounded by magnetic nuclei, this information is 
directly included in the superhyperfine interaction between the 
electron spins and the nuclear spins, but this is generally too weak 
for detection by normal ESR. 

We have recently demonstrated that electron spin echo (ESE) 
spectroscopy is useful for selectively detecting the weak super
hyperfine interaction between surrounding magnetic nuclei and 
paramagnetic species on catalytic oxides.4"12 This superhyperfine 
interaction shows up as a modulation of the decay of the time 
domain ESE spectrum. By proper analysis of this modulation 
one can determine types, number, and distances of magnetic nulcei 
surrounding the paramagnetic species.13 

In the present work ESE spectrometry is used to elucidate the 
local structure of trace Cu2+ in hydrated and dehydrated zeolite 
X with sodium and potassium as exchangeable cations. It is shown 
that the site location is critically dependent on the nature of the 
major cation. 

Experimental Section 
Binder-free Linde 13X (Na-X) was used as a starting material. Po

tassium X zeolite (K-X) was prepared by conventional exchange of Na+ 
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in Na-X with K+. Partially Cu2 exchanged Na-X and K-X (CuNa-X 
and CuK-X, respectively) were prepared by ion exchanging as described 
previously.4 The extent of exchange of Na+ or K+ by Cu2+ was ap
proximately 0.3%. After filtration the excess amount of water was taken 
out by pressing the wet samples between filter paper. The resulting 
samples are designated as hydrated. Deuterated counterparts of the 
hydrated samples were prepared by exchanging all the H2O with D2O 
(Stohler Isotope Chemicals) at ambient temperature. Completely de
hydrated samples were prepared by evacuating the hydrated samples at 
ambient temperature for 1 h, heating up to 673 K at increasing tem
perature for intervals of 1 h in vacuo, oxidizing at 673 K for 2 h under 
an oxygen pressure of 760 torr, and then evacuating for 15 h at 673 K. 
Methanol (Merck, spectroscopic grade) and its deuterated counterparts 
(Stohler Isotope Chemicals) were used as received. These compounds 
were adsorbed by exposing the dehydrated samples to the vapor at room 
temperature. 

ESR spectra were obtained at 77 K on a Varian E-4 spectrometer. 
ESE spectra were obtained at 4.2 K on a home-built spectrometer with 
1-kW maximum microwave power and typical pulse widths of 20 ns.14 

The nuclear modulations from Al in the zeolite framework were detected 
by measuring the two-pulse ESE spectra of the zeolite containing no 
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Abstract: Electron spin echo spectra have been measured for X zeolite containing a small amount of Cu2+. Locations of the 
Cu2+ and the structure of adsorbed molecules have been determined by analyzing the observed nuclear modulation effects 
on the electron spin echo spectra. In hydrated sodium X zeolite Cu2+ is located in hexagonal prisms connecting two sodalite 
units (site SI), where they are fully coordinated to six lattice oxygens. Upon dehydration at 673 K, the Cu2+ environment 
changes slightly as shown by resolved hyperfine splittings in the gx region and a shorter Cu2+-aluminum distance. Cu2+ is 
still thought to be in site I but may be displaced somewhat toward the sodalite cage. In hydrated potassium X zeolite Cu2+ 

is in sites on a line perpendicular to hexagonal windows between the sodalite and super cages and displaced into the super 
cages (site SII*). Each Cu2+ in site SII* is coordinated to three lattice oxygens in the hexagonal window and three water 
molecules in the super cage. Upon partial dehydration of the potassium X zeolite at 373 K in air, part of the Cu2+ migrate 
into a site in the center of the hexagonal windows (site II), where each Cu2+ is coordinated to three lattice oxygens and two 
water molecules, one in a sodalite cage and the other in a super cage. In dehydrated potassium X zeolite Cu2+ moves to the 
same site as in dehydrated sodium X zeolite. The difference in the site locations in hydrated sodium and potassium X zeolites 
is explained in terms of the different hydration energies of alkali cations. 
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deuterated compounds. The nuclear modulations from deuterium in the 
deuterated adsorbates were detected by measuring three-pulse ESE 
spectra with 0.26 us selected between the first and second microwave 
pulses to detect the deuterium modulation while suppressing the alumi
num modulation.13 

Analysis 
The theory of the nuclear modulation has been described in 

detail13'15'16 so the method of data analysis is only briefly described. 
The deuterium modulations were analyzed by the least-squares 
method. The experimental ESE spectrum was compared with the 
theoretical one by 

ERROR = ^X[V(T,) - D(T1)[^(T1M)Y]2 (1) 
/V(»i 

where VXT,) is the observed intensity of the ESE signal, T1 is 
the time interval between the second and the third microwave 
pulses, D(Ti) is a n unknown monotonic decay function, V^(T1/,a) 
is the theoretical intensity of the ESE signal for one magnetic 
nucleus with an electron spin-nuclear spin distance of r and an 
isotropic hyperfine coupling constant of a, and n is the number 
of equivalent nuclei surrounding the electron spin. A generalized 
exponential function is used as the decay function 

D(T1) = exp(«0 + O1T, + Ci1T?) (2) 

where the parameters, a0, ah and a2 are suitably selected. Equation 
1 is written as 

ERROR = 

^JW 1 )P 1 - exp(a0 + O1T1 + Ci2T1
2) 

{V\Tbr,a)\" 

V(T1) 
(3a) 

The term exp(a0 + a Jx + a2T2
2)[Vtb(Thr,a)]n/V"i(Ti) is unity 

for any T1 if the simulated ESE signal is exactly the same as the 
experimental one. Therefore, the value of this term should be close 
to unity for acceptable simulations. We therefore approximate 
eq 3a by using the relation 

Hm (1 
*—i 

x) = lim (In x) 

to obtain 

ERROR <* -E[*™(r,)] J[flo + O1T1 + O2T2
2 + 

n In [VKT1J,a)] - In [J^(T,)]]2 (3b) 

The parameters a0, au a2 are determined for given r, a, and n by 
the equations 

-^-ERROR = 0, -^-ERROR = 0, -^-ERROR = 0 (4) 
da0 Bax da2 

The best set of parameters, r, n, a, satisfy the equations 

d f) ft 
—ERROR = O, —ERROR = 0, 
or da dn 

ERROR = 0 (5) 

The values of n are constrained to be integral and can be deter
mined to the nearest integral n up to n ~ 8; r is determined to 
±0.01 nm, a to ±10%. 

The Al modulations were qualitatively analyzed by a ratio 
analysis method.14 In this method two smooth curves joining all 
the maxima and minima of the Al modulation are drawn. These 
curves measured as a function of the time interval between the 
first and second pulses, r, are denoted by Vmix(r) and Kmin(r), 
respectively. The experimental modulation amplitude is defined 
by 

R«(r) = £ = g (6) 
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Figure 1. ESR and ESE spectra for hydrated CuNa-X at 4 K. The 
arrow on the ESR spectrum indicates the magnetic field for the ESE 
measurements. The three-pulse ESE spectrum showing deuterium 
modulation (D mod) was obtained with CuNa-X hydrated by D2O. The 
two-pulse ESE spectrum showing aluminum modulation (Al Mod) was 
obtained with CuNa-X hydrated by H2O. 

When an electron spin is surrounded by n equivalent nuclear spins, 
the theoretical modulation amplitude is given by 

R\(T) = \Rl\r,r,a)\" (1) 

By equating R"-(r) to R1\(T) and taking the log twice we have 

log (log R"(T)} - log (log Rlb(r,r,a)\ = log n (8) 

Therefore, if we compare two ESE modulations with different n 
and the same r and a, the difference of the double logarithmic 
modulation amplitudes gives a r-independent constant which is 
equilavent to the logarithmic ratio of the number of surrounding 
nuclei, 

log {log * , « ( r ) | - log (log R2"(r)\ = log (n2/nx) (9) 

Results 
Figure 1 shows the ESR, three-pulse ESE, and two-pulse ESE 

spectra for hydrated CuNa-X. The ESR spectrum with gt > g± 

can be assigned as Cu2+ under distorted octahedral symmetry.17 

The best simulation of the three-pulse deuterium modulation 
indicates that the Cu2+ is surrounded by two deuterons (one water 
molecule) with a Cu2+-D(D2O) distance of 0.37 nm. When water 
is directly coordinated to Cu2+ this distance is typically 0.26 nm4,5 

so it is evident that the Cu2+ is not directly coordinated to the 
water molecule. The two-pulse ESE spectrum shows deep Al 
modulation, indicating that the Cu2+ is surrounded by several 
aluminums. 

The deuterium modulation is not observed after evacuating the 
hydrated CuNa-X at 323 K for 20 h. Figure 2 shows the ESR 
and two-pulse ESE spectra obtained after this treatment. This 
mild dehydration results in the development of sharply defined 
Cu2+ hyperfine splittings in the g± region of the ESR spectrum. 
The aluminum modulation is a little deeper than in the hydrated 
CuNa-X. Strong dehydration at 673 K for 15 h gives the alu
minum modulation shown in Figure 3. A prominent double-
frequency component is observed, indicating that the aluminums 
are yet closer to Cu2+ or that Cu2+ has migrated to a new site. 
Rehydrated CuNa-X exhibits the same ESR and ESE spectra 
as those for the originally hydrated CuNa-X. 

Adsorption of methanol on strongly dehydrated CuNa-X does 
not change the aluminum modulation from that in Figure 3. 
However, weak deuterium modulation can be seen for specifically 
deuterated methanols. Analysis of this deuterium modulation gives 
a Cu2+-D(CD3OH) distance of 0.40 nm with n = 3 and a 
Cu2+-D(CH3OD) distance of 0.46 nm with n = 1. The solvation 

(17) Hathaway, B. J.; Billing, D. E. Coord. Chem. Rev. 1970, 5, 143. 
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Figure 2. ESR and two-pulse ESE spectra for CuNa-X dehydrated at 
323 K for 20 h under vacuum. An arrow on the ESR spectrum indicates 
the magnetic field for the ESE measurement. 
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Figure 3. ESR and two-pulse ESE spectrum for CuNa-X dehydrated 
at 673 K for 15 h under vacuum. An arrow on the ESR spectrum 
indicates the magnetic field for the ESE measurement. Similar spectra 
are seen for CuK-X. 

of Cu2+ in frozen methanol solutions gives corresponding distances 
of 0.37 and 0.26 nm.18 These shorter distances indicate that 
methanol is not directly coordinated to Cu2+ in CuNa-X. 

The ESR and ESE spectra for hydrated Cu-X are shown in 
Figure 4. Although the ESR spectra are similar, the deuterium 
modulation is much deeper than that for hydrated CuNa-X. The 
best simulation of the deuterium modulation shows that the Cu2+ 

is directly coordinated to three water molecules with a Cu2+-D-
(D2O) distance of 0.28 nm. The aluminum modulation is shal
lower than that of hydrated CuNa-X. Evacuation of the hydrated 
CuK-X at 323 K does not cause any significant change in the 
ESR and ESE spectra in contrast to CuNa-X. 

As shown in Figure 5, partial dehydration of CuK-X at 373 
K in air causes the development of a new ESR spectrum with g± 

> g||. The ESE spectra corresponding to this new ESR spectrum 
show deeper aluminum modulation and shallower deuterium 
modulation than those for hydrated CuK-X. The best simulation 
of the deuterium modulation indicates that the Cu2+ is coordinated 
to two water molecules with a Cu2+-D(D2O) distance of 0.28 nm. 
The original ESR spectrum with g$ > g± is not completely con
verted to the new one even after heating for 20 h at 373 K. 
Heating of CuK-X at 373 K under vacuum does not give the new 
ESR spectrum with g± > g^ but shows the same ESR and ESE 
spectra as those for completely dehydrated CuK-X discussed 
below. 

The ESR and ESE spectra for strongly dehydrated CuK-X 
heated at 673 K for 15 h are similar to those for strongly dehy
drated CuNa-X. Rehydrated CuK-X gives the same ESR and 

(18) Ichikawa, T.; Kevan, L. /. Phys. Chem. 1980, 84, 1955. 
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Figure 4. ESR and ESE spectra for hydrated CuK-X at 4 K. The arrow 
on the ESR spectrum indicates the magnetic field for the ESE mea
surements. The three-pulse ESE spectrum showing deuterium modula
tion was obtained with CuK-X hydrated by D2O. The two-pulse ESE 
spectrum showing aluminum modulation was obtained with CuK-X 
hydrated by H2O. 
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Figure 5. ESR and ESE spectra for CuK-X heated at 373 K for 10 h 
in air. The arrow on the ESR spectrum shows the magnetic field for the 
ESE measurements. The three-pulse ESE spectrum showing deuterium 
modulation was obtained from CuK-X originally hydrated with D2O. 
The two-pulse ESE spectrum showing aluminum modulation was ob
tained from CuK-X originally hydrated with H2O. 

ESE spectra as those for originally hydrated CuK-X. 
Adsorption of methanol on strongly dehydrated CuK-X does 

not change the aluminum modulation. Weak deuterium modu
lation is seen for specifically deuterated methanols. Analysis of 
this deuterium modulation gives a Cu2+-D(CD3OH) distance of 
0.39 nm with n = 3 and a Cu2+-D(CH3OD) distance of 0.41 nm 
with n = 1. These long distances again indicate no direct coor
dination of the methanol to the Cu2+. 

Figure 6 compares the amplitude of the aluminum modulations. 
The difference of the double logarithmic modulation amplitude 
between hydrated CuNa-X and hydrated CuK-X gives an almost 
time-independent constant of 0.3, which means that the Cu2+-Al 
distance and a are the same for both the samples, but that the 
number of surrounding Al in hydrated CuK-X is one-half of that 
in hydrated CuNa-X. The rapid decrease of the aluminum 
modulation amplitude for the Cu2+ with g± > glt in CuK-X 
suggests that the Cu-Al distance is shorter than that in hydrated 
CuK-X. 
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Figure 6. Comparison of the amplitude of the aluminum modulation for 
hydrated CuNa-X (O). CuNa-X dehydrated at 323 K for 20 h under 
vacuum (•), hydrated CuK-X (•), and the Cu2+ with g± > gt in 
CuK-X dried at 373 K for 10 h (A). 

Figure 7. Cation sites and their designations in X zeolite. 

Discussion 
Zeolite X is composed of AlO2 and SiO2 with an Al/(Al + Si) 

ratio of 0.45 bonded together to form truncated cuboctahedra with 
eight hexagonal windows and six square windows. These cu-
booctahedra are called sodalite cages and are tetrahedrally bonded 
tobether by hexagonal prisms to form larger super cages. Figure 
7 shows various cation sites identified by X-ray crystallography.19 

SU is near the center of the sodalite cage, SV is near the center 
of the super cage, SI is the center of the hexagonal prism, SII 
is the center of the hexagonal window between the sodalite cage 
and the super cage, and SII' and SII* correspond to displacement 
into the sodalite cage and into the super cage, respectively, along 
an axis perpenicular to a hexagonal window. Finally SIII is used 
in a broad sense to cover sites in the super cage near the square 
windows. 

Since no water molecule is directly coordinated to the Cu2+ in 
hydrated CuNa-X and since it shows strong aluminum modu
lation, one can assign that Cu2+ to SI where it is fully coordinated 
to six lattice oxygens with distorted octahedral symmetry. This 
site is shown in Figure 8. In SI the Cu2+ is sandwiched by two 
hexagonal windows, so that the average number of nearest alu
minums is 12 X 0.45 = 5.4. The disappearance of deuterium 
modulation from water on heating hydrated CuNa-X under 
vacuum at 323 K indicates that water is easily desorbed under 
these conditions and hence only weakly adsorbed in the zeolite 
framework. This dehydration seems to cause a slight contraction 
of the hexagonal prism as evidenced by an increase in the alu
minum modulation depth. Upon complete dehydration at 673 

(19) Smith, J. V. In "Zeolite Chemistry and Catalysis"; Rabo, J. A., Ed.; 
American Chemical Society: Washington, D.C, 1976; Chapter 1. 
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Figure 8. Models for Cu2+ site locations in X zeolite. 

K the ESR spectrum changes significantly, and the average 
Cu2+-Al distance decreases so that a double modulation pattern 
characteristic of shorter interaction distances becomes apparent. 
This could be due to a contraction of the hexagonal prism or a 
movement of Cu2+ toward the sodalite cage to site SI'. Previous 
studies have suggested that Cu2+ in dehydrated X and Y zeolites 
are in sites SI and SI'.24 Upon rehydration water enters the 
sodalite cages and interacts to expand the hexagonal prism or to 
return Cu2+ to its original site in the hydrated zeolite. However, 
this interaction does not occur when methanol is adsorbed because 
methanol is too large to enter the sodalite cages. 

In hydrated CuK-X the Cu2+ is assigned to SII* in the super 
cage where it is octahedrally coordinated to three lattice oxygens 
in a hexagonal window between the sodalite cage and the super 
cage and to three water molecules in the super cage (see Figure 
8). Since the aluminum modulation indicates that the Cu2+-Al 
distance is approximately the same in SII* as in SI, it suggests 
that the Cu2+ in SII* is displaced from the hexagonal window 
into the super cage by about half the height of a hexagonal prism 
which is about ~0.15 nm. In SII* the number of nearest alu
minums is 2.7 in a hexagonal window which is half the number 
in SI. This is supported by the qualitative analysis of the alu
minum modulation in Figure 6. We caution, however, that the 
analysis of the aluminum modulation may be complicated by 
contributions from sodium modulation. 

Contrary to the uncoordinated water molecules in hydrated 
CuNa-X, the coordinated water molecules in hydrated CuK-X 
cannot be detached by evacuation at 323 K. Part of the coor
dinated water molecules in hydrated CuK-X are detached by 
heating the sample up more, to 373 K. Since the water molecules 
in the sodalite cage are more difficult to desorb than those in the 
super cage, the Cu2+ with fewer coordinated water molecules in 
the super cage migrates into SII in a hexagonal window and 
coordinates with one additional water molecule in the sodalite cage 
(see Figure 8). In SII the Cu2+ is trigonal bipyramidally coor
dinated to three lattice oxygens in the hexagonal window and to 
two water molecules, one in the super cage and the other in the 
sodalite cage. The unpaired electron of the Cu2+ under trigo-
nal-bipyramidal coordination has a dz: ground state, which gives 
an ESR spectrum with gL > g(1.

20 The Cu2+-Al distance is 
slightly shorter in SII than in SII* so the partially dehydrated 
CuK-X shows slightly deeper aluminum modulation with a faster 
modulation decay. 

Upon complete dehydration of CuK-X, the Cu2+ migrates into 
the same site as that for completely dehydrated CuNa-X. Upon 
rehydration the water molecules penetrate into the sodalite cage 
and Cu2+ moves back to SII*. 

(20) Herman, R. G. Inorg. Chem. 1979, 18, 995. 
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The difference in the Cu2+ site location between hydrated 
CuNa-X and hydrated CuK-X can be attributed to the difference 
in the hydration energies of Na+ and K+. The hydration energy 
for Na+ is greater than that of K+ because of the difference in 
their ionic radii which are 0.097 and 0.133 nm, respectively. Let 
us assume that the Cu2+ is initially located in SII*. The migration 
of Cu2+ from the SII* to SI requires the displacement of an alkali 
cation from SI.21,22 Since the hexagonal prism offers the same 
electrostatic field to both Na+ and K+, the energy for removing 
an unhydrated alkali cation is the same for Na+ and K+. However, 
the net energy gain for transferring an unhydrated alkali cation 
from SI to a more exposed site, where it will be hydrated, is greater 
for Na+ because it has a larger hydration energy. So it is en
ergetically more favorable for Cu2+ to displace Na+ from SI than 
to displace K+. This argument seems consistent with our findings 
that a small concentration of Cu2+ in hydrated CuNa-X migrates 
into the SI sites whereas Cu2+ stays in SII* in hydrated CuK-X. 
After dehydration the hydration energy argument is moot and 
the Cu2+ location is the same in CuK-X and CuNa-X. 

It is relevant to compare our structural results with previous 
literature based only on ESR and optical spectra.23 In most cases 

(21) Mortier, W. J.; Bosmans, H. J. J. Phys. Chem. 1971, 75, 3327. 
(22) Mortier, W. J.; Bosmans, H. J.; Uytterhoeven, J. B. J. Phys. Chem. 

1972, 76, 650. 
(23) deWilde, W.; Schoonhoydt, R. A.; Uytterhoeven, J. B. ACS Symp. 

Ser. 1977, No. 40, 132-143. 
(24) Conesa, J. C; Soria, J. J. Chem. Soc, Faraday Trans. 1 1978, 74, 

406. 

Introduction 
Shielding of nuclei directly bonded to transition-metal ions with 

spin-paired d6 electronic configurations has been observed in a 
number of complexes.1"4 These shifts are sensitive both to the 
nature of the ligands and to the geometrical configuration of the 
complexes.3'5"7 Hence, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 
spectroscopy of nuclei directly bonded to metal ions could show 
promise as a sensitive probe for bonding and for coordination 
geometry. However, few experimental data are available, so that 
systematic investigation is still required in order to establish areas 
and limits of applicability of this technique. 15N NMR spec
troscopy is of particular interest because nitrogen is the ligating 
atom of many ligands that are important in coordination chemistry 
and biochemistry. 

f Visiting Fulbright scholar (1980-1981), University of Belgrade, De
partment of Chemistry and Physical Chemistry, 11001 Beograd, Yugoslavia. 

a critical comparison of CuNa-X and CuK-X was not carried 
out. However, this was the focus of a recent optical study.23 In 
hydrated CuNa-X the optical spectra have been assigned to 
Cu2+(H2O)6 species in the super cages. We have found that the 
Cu2+(H2O)6 species can be removed by repeated washing of an 
A zeolite with water and the same may apply to X and Y zeolites. 
So the Cu2+(H2O)6 species may be simply entrapped solution and 
may not be a cation state or site of catalytic relevance. 

The optical spectrum for Cu2+ in CuK-X has been found to 
be different from that for Cu2+(H2O)6 in CuNa-X and has been 
assigned to hydrated Cu2+ in the sodalite cages.23 This assignment 
is admittedly speculative and we suggest that it should be reas
signed to SII* in the super cage. Distinct changes in the optical 
spectra occur on dehydration and a band grows in at higher 
wavenumber; we suggest that this new band should be assigned 
to the site in or near the hexagonal prism that we deduce from 
ESE studies. 

It is interesting that this optical study points out the differences 
between Cu2+ locations in hydrated CuK-X and CuNa-X. 
However, we believe that the specific site locations suggested from 
that study need to be modified based on the ESE studies which 
are able to count numbers of coordinated waters. 
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The only published systematic study of cobalt(III) complexes 
by 15N NMR spectroscopy is on the effect of ligand replacement 
in pentaamminecobalt(III) complexes.6 15N chemical shifts vary 
widely with the nature of X in [CoX(15NH3)5]"+. Futhermore, 
chemical shifts of the NH3 group depend on the trans or cis 
geometry with respect to X. These changes have been shown to 
be much larger than could be accounted for by paramagnetic 
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Abstract: Nitrogen-15 nuclear magnetic resonance spectra of the 12 complexes of the type [Co(ox).,(gly)j,(en),] have been 
determined (oxH2 = oxalic acid, glyH = glycine, en = ethylenediamine). 15N resonances of glycinato and ethylenediamine 
ligands exhibit shielding coordination shifts ranging from -19 to -62 ppm. Coordination shifts are very sensitive to the trans 
influence; a nitrogen nucleus in an amino group trans to oxygen is shielded by about 18 ppm more than one in a group trans 
to nitrogen. The cis influence is about 4 times less pronounced and in the opposite direction. An estimation of the Cornwell-Santry 
effect in low-spin d6 complexes suggests that this may be the major cause of the observed coordination shifts as well as of 
coordination shift variations arising from trans and cis influences. 
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